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Citizens of Europe - at home in Europe: An experienced concept for teacher training 
courses 
 
Thomas Bauer 
Pädagogische Akademie des Bundes Wien (Austria) 
 
The aim of this seminar or teaching course is to enable students to gain a basic 
knowledge about the possibilities of living and working in another European Union 
member state and about fundamental rights and opportunities that citizens share 
within the European Union.  We achieve this through the simulation of a situation 
where a family is planning a longer stay in another EU member state.  This is intended 
to initiate a learning process by confronting the students with some everyday 
problems and decisions that the family members may face in the course of their new 
situation.  Reflecting on the consequences for each family member, the students work 
out (perhaps in group work) strategies with which to address these everyday 
problems. 
Our method of teaching is through group work.  Students use relevant literature and 
special EU publications, such as the brochures titled Citizens first.  Ideally, the pupils 
should be able to suggest many possible solutions and answers to each question under 
the various topics listed below. Each group will then present its findings to the 
plenum.  This information will then be reflected upon and discussed in a dialogue 
between the trainers, the presenting group and the other students.   
Four topics are covered: 
• Residence and employment 
• Labour law and social security 
• Education and vocational training  
• Recognition of diplomas and degrees 
 
We work to the following ‘script’: 
 
• Introducing the general topic 
• Presenting the simulation 
• Brain-storming: what questions arise?  
• Organising working groups in regard to the different topics.  Providing students 

with the relevant literature 
• Presentation by each group of its findings 
• Reflection and additional information provided by the trainers 
• ‘Self-test’ in order to give the students the opportunity to evaluate their newly 

gained knowledge 
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Being at home in Europe
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Being at home in Europe

• Step 1 - Introduction
– responding participants expectations

– trigger/provoke interest

• box of materials/working environment/flags/badges

– case study: The Bergers move to the 

Netherlands
– „Diverse“ Holland: videoclip/posters/cheese

TOM & TOM  
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Being at home in Europe

• Citizens first - „Daheim in Europa“

„...to bring the ideas of Europe to the citizens“

• Organisation:
– all over Austria
– one day seminars

TOM & TOM  

Being at home in Europe

• Step 2 - Workshop

– brainstorming

– finding of groups/groupwork

– selfstudy sequence

TOM & TOM  
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Being at home in Europe

• Goals
– close to reality

– implement activities

– user oriented
– using EU-leaflets and brochures

– encouraging learning environment

TOM & TOM  

Being at home in Europe

• Step 3 - Presentation and inputs
– participants present their results

• residence & employment
• labour law & social security
• education and vocational training
• recognition of diplomas and degrees

– adds/completion
– plenum (e.g. with „experts“)

TOM & TOM  
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Being at home in Europe

• Methodology

– use of multimedia
– limitation of participants
– selfstudy based
– presentation by participants
– self test

TOM & TOM  

Being at home in Europe

• Step 4 - Final work

– summary
– self evaluation of participants (mult. choice)

– evaluation of trainers

– feed back

TOM & TOM  
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